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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 
 
 WHYY is a PBS-affiliate serving the Philadelphia-Delaware Valley. 
WHYY implemented a large scale rebranding strategy moving from a public 
television licensee to being known as a civic space. The concept of “civic space” 
can be defined as a location, literal or technological - where the community can 
go to communicate and become informed on matters of politics, culture and 
debate; while being offered opportunity for education and civic dialogue. With the 
rise of social media, WHYY needs a plan to utilize the social media technology 
and websites as a way to create a link with the community as is crucial in civic 
space. Social media sites, such as Facebook and Twitter, can offer unique 
opportunities to organize and inform the public. Sites like these can create 
multimedia outlets, dialogue, feedback and a sense of community 
interconnectivity. This thesis presents a plan for WHYY to incorporate these 
social network technologies to enhance their “civic space.” By enhancing the use 
of social and digital media, WHYY will have the opportunity to revitalize 
community relations, community communication and community involvement.  
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PROBLEM STATEMENT 
 
 
 
Public broadcasting, like any other medium, must adapt in order to stay 
competitive in the twenty first century digital arena. The new digital environment 
in which public television functions, was the direct result of the digital transition. 
“The digital transition occurred when all analog television signals originating 
from full-power broadcast stations became completely digital. This means that 
analog signals no longer exist. DTV, digital television, provides better picture and 
sound quality, multiple programming choices, known as multi-casting, and 
interactive capabilities” (www.dtv.gov/whatisdtv.html). Public broadcasting is 
now reinventing itself and creating new offerings and ideas.  The public stations 
will continue to air the popular PBS shows such as Antiques Roadshow and 
Masterpiece Theater, as well as to air whatever original programming they create. 
Public channels should emphasize the additional services they offer along with 
television programming.  
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 The thesis will focus on WHYY, the Philadelphia and Delaware Valley’s 
public media entity and its’ transformation as a result of the digital transition. 
WHYY has rebranded itself in wake of the digital transition. This thesis will 
investigate this rebranding and evaluate how its mission and services can be 
further expanded through the use of social media technology. This research 
investigates how social media technology can be implemented within three areas. 
The three areas are WHYY’s news services, public communication’s and 
promotional services. The thesis suggests how utilizing social media technology 
in these areas will make WHYY more attractive to members and non-members.   
This thesis begins with an overview of the history of public television in America. 
The history explains how public television was created, as well as its 
expectations, revenue sources, programming initiatives and marketing tactics. All 
of these pieces will further our understanding of how individual stations work. 
From there, we can understand the magnitude of the transformation of WHYY 
into their new civic space.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
 This thesis addresses the changes needed in order for public television 
station to create civic space. WHYY Philadelphia began its journey to civic space 
in 2003.  As many media entities were in the midst of transformations, largely due 
to the digital transition, WHYY began its own transformation to address the 
growing needs of the community around them.  According to Kim Pacini (2006) 
Civic Space Coordinator for WHYY, “One way WHYY is putting community 
first as we prepare for the changing media landscape is civic space (p.1).”  
WHYY enlisted the services of Media Consultant Barry Dornfeld who believes 
“WHYY created a place, both physical and technological (p. 216).” The current 
civic space model used by WHYY is an interpretation of what a civic space can 
be. This thesis argues that it can be amplified through the use of social 
networking. 
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Understanding the purpose of public television is crucial to understanding civic 
space. This history can shed light on the intention of public television and show 
how those expectations are ideal for civil space.  Creating civic space is for the 
good of the people, but maintaining the business is essential because it creates 
longevity.  Public television, as a business, has a unique and challenging revenue 
system. Understanding this system is an essential piece to the civic space puzzle.  
 Though it is important to understand the business model of public 
television, it is equally as important to understand the public perception as well. 
For civic space to thrive it must be the most trusted entity on the airwaves, the 
web and in the community. This thesis offers evidence to support the assertion 
that public television is the people’s most trusted media entity. Trusting public 
television makes civic space effective.   
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CHAPTER ONE – THE BEGINNING OF PUBLIC BROADCASTING 
 
 
 Understanding the origins of public television is essential in order to 
understand its future. Journalist, media reporter and television analyst of 
Associated Content Donna Daniels says, “Television can communicate with 
millions of people at one time, and it is entertaining so we watch and listen” 
(2007).  With such a powerful tool at hand, television advocates began to imagine 
innovative uses for television, for example television as an educational tool. 
Public models of television and radio, different from their commercial 
counterparts were geared towards education (Witherspoon, 2000, p.1). Two 
pioneers in particular, FCC Commissioner Frieda Hennock and President Lyndon 
B. Johnson, believed in the power of educational television and fought to preserve 
space in the television spectrum in the 1940’s when airspace was limited 
(Witherspoon, 2000, p11). They were fighting for the right to reserve new 
channels for educational purposes instead of commercial use (Witherspoon, 2000, 
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p.11). Though educational institutions were not ready to use the channels, 
Hennock was fearful that space would not be available when the time came.  
 Hennock soon partnered with the NAEB, National Association of 
Education Broadcasters. The NAEB soon became the most significant association 
in the overall development of educational television (Witherspoon, 2000, p.8). 
The ad hoc Joint Committee on Educational Television (JCET) worked for many 
years to ensure the creation and survival of educational public television. Aside 
from the committee, public and educational television had another benefactor. 
The Ford Foundation became known as public television’s single most significant 
benefactor (Witherspoon, 2000, p.12).   
 The Ford Foundation began in Detroit as a philanthropic foundation with a 
mission to “improve man’s condition and society on a worldwide scale” (p.12).  
“The Ford Foundation seeks to strengthen, expand and improve educational 
facilities and methods to enable individuals to realize more fully their intellect, 
civic and spiritual potential” (Ford Foundation Website, History Overview, p.1, 
2003). The Ford Foundation contributed a $90,000 grant to JCET, used for legal 
pressure to ensure TV spectrum space. In April of 1952, the FCC awarded 242 of 
the 2,053 allocated channels to noncommercial use. Soon these channels would be 
the first stations on the public television web (Witherspoon, 2000, p.12).    
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“(Let it be known) that educational television was authorized by the FCC’s sixth 
report and order adopted October 14 1952, but the creation of a mechanism for 
finding educational radio and television in the United States had to wait for the 
passage of the Public Broadcasting Act on November 7 1967” (Avery, 2010, p.1).  
The Ford Foundation continued to be the prominent supporter of this 
educational television endeavor. C. Scott Fletcher, former head of the Ford 
Foundation’s Fund for Adult Education, began to explore long range financing 
options for Public Educational Television. “Educational broadcasters, The Ford 
Foundation, an advocate at the Federal Communications Commission and a 
President of the United States, who perceived the government’s job as enhancing 
the quality of life, joined in launching the Carnegie Commission on Educational 
Broadcasting” (Baughman, 1985, ch.10). 
Aside from the work of Frieda Hennock, President Lyndon Johnson was a 
long time supporter of Educational Television. President Lyndon Johnson was a 
senator when he led the charge for funding for educational television through the 
national Defense Education Act of 1958 (Avery 2007, p.358). As Johnson 
unexpectedly took control of the White House, University of Utah 
Telecommunications Professor Robert Avery said that, “Educational Television 
was soon seen as a perfect example of a Great Society Program” (Avery 2007 
p.359). With such support from the White House, the NAEB held a conference to 
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determine long ranged funding and later lead to the creation of the Corporation 
for Public Broadcasting. 
  
 Issued in 1967, The Carnegie Commission Report expanded public 
broadcastings’ definition while preserving its ancillary nature (Auferheide, 1991, 
p.172). “It defined the new concept of public television as contrasted with 
instructional television as, “all that is of human interest and important which is 
not of the moment appropriate or available for the support of advertising” 
(Carnegie Commission on Educational Television, 1967, p.1). The Carnegie 
Commission was established with a $500,000 grant from the Carnegie 
Corporation and was backed by many political, arts, educational, and business 
leaders. The Commission was responsible for putting 124 stations on air and 
focused on two ideas. The first emphasized a large increase in federal support. 
The second called for the establishment of the Corporation for Public 
Broadcasting, CPB, to establish an interconnection and create programming 
(Witherspoon, 2000, p.15). President Johnson supported the creation of the CPB. 
In his February 28, 1967 address on Education and Health in America, Johnson 
urged congress to support Public Television and pass the “Public Television Act,” 
that called for the creation of the Corporation for Public Broadcasting; with a 
fifteen-member board appointed by the President and confirmed by the Senate 
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(Witherspoon, 2000p.17). This bill would later be named the “Public 
Broadcasting Act,” due to the persistent actions of the radio supporters.  
 The Public Broadcasting Act of 1967 outlines many strict and specific 
rules. For example, like commercial stations, public stations had to abide by the 
rules of the Fairness Doctrine, which called for an equal representation of both 
sides of an issue. The Fairness Doctrine was repealed in 1987 (Fletcher, 2009).  In 
lieu of these intensified demands, Congress wanted to make sure that public 
broadcastings place was one of maximum protection from interference and 
control; and did so in the Public Broadcasting Act of 1967. (Public Broadcasting 
Act of 1967 47 U.S.C. §§ 390–399) 
 “Congressional Declaration of Policy, with six key points: that 
noncommercial radio and television, including instructional television, were in 
the public interest and that freedom, imagination and initiative on the local and 
national levels are necessary to develop diverse programming on public 
broadcasting that is responsive to local and national populations furthers the 
general welfare; that the federal government should help make public 
broadcasting and to affords maximum protection to such broadcasting from 
extraneous interference and control.”                                                                      - 
Public Broadcasting Act of 1967 
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 Working hard to keep public television from following the lead of its 
commercial counterparts, the government placed very strict guidelines on public 
television. Public television must follow intense programming and acquisition 
rules that inhibit certain resale and profit avenues (Federal Communications 
Commission, 2008).  
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CHAPTER TWO - PROGRAMMING IN PUBLIC TELEVISION 
 
 
 
 As demonstrated by its history, rules and regulations dominate much of 
the television spectrum, including public television. According to Witherspoon 
and Kovitz, the Articles of Incorporation for PBS states that PBS is prohibited 
from producing or broadcasting programs, nor can they own or operate any 
stations (Witherspoon, 2000p p.23). This differs from National Public Radio due 
to the fact that the essence of radio comes from live original programming and a 
producing network. PBS and NPR are membership corporations with a board of 
directors made up of both representatives from the stations and the public 
(Witherspoon, 2000p p.24). Both feed their acquired programming through a 
series of interconnects using wire and satellites. When programming is acquired it 
is uploaded through a satellite interconnect and distributed to the affiliated areas. 
Programming is typically obtained from independent production houses 
(Perebinossoff, 2005, p. 37).  
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The various stations also create programming independently. However, 
this varies with every station. Some are more adept to creating original 
programming than other. Nessa Forman, former Vice President of Corporate 
Communications and Public Affairs for WHYY says, the two biggest factors, 
when deciding whether or not to create original programming, are money and 
demand (Forman Interview, 2009).  Public media stations rely on membership 
fees for a huge portion of their financing. Through member drives, and 
subscription incentives, public media stations try to increase their membership 
base to bring in more revenue dollars (Soper, 1998, p.4). But, according to 
WHYY Chief Content Coordinator Christine Dempsey, the community expects to 
see PBS programming, and it is difficult to find time slots to air original pieces 
that are not PBS nationally syndicated programming. This is not because of a lack 
of quality original programming, but merely an issue with scheduling supply and 
demand, Dempsey explains (Dempsey Interview, 2009).  So programming for 
public television is a business that relies on financing from membership 
subscriptions and strategic scheduling and material selection to work. 
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CHAPTER THREE – REVENUE 
 
 
 
 With such quality programming, why are PBS and community affiliates 
struggling to maintain a revenue stream above the operating level? Early in the 
time-line of public television, PBS did not actively seek alternative revenue 
streams (Chan-Olmsted, 2002, p.302). With the majority of money coming from 
government funding, as well as the monetary support of viewers and 
organizations, there was never a need to find alternate sources of revenue. As time 
went on, competition and operating costs continued to increase. New revenue 
streams were needed in order to keep public television afloat.   In 2000, Pat 
Mitchell, a long time cable executive, signed on as the head of PBS. “Since 
assuming power at the Alexandria, Va.- based programming service, her mantra 
‘keep the best, reinvent the rest’ has been taken up like a war cry among the staff” 
(Frutkin, 2002, p.27).  Mitchell was looking to bring a sense of commercial 
business to a non-commercialized environment. Her main goal was to establish a 
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more recognizable brand in the face of her many competitors with strategic 
marketing and innovative revenue generating ventures. “An alliance was formed 
with AOL Time Warner, in 2000 that could enable PBS to promote its PBS 
branded content on AOL. PBS created an online program exclusively for the AOL 
kid’s channel” (McAvoy, 2000, p.1). “Reading Rainbow, the long time running 
PBS children’s series signed a cross promotional plan with Barnes and Noble, 
featuring the show with in store displays” (Roback, Brown, & DiMarzo, 1999, 
p.12).  PBS was focusing on cross promoting its product to increase viewership.  
Viewership has always been a quantity that is hard to calculate for Public 
Television Stations. Unlike commercial cable networks and the major broadcast 
networks that solely use Nielsen Ratings, PBS “relies on a more touchy-feely 
measurement referred to as ‘points of impact,’ which are a combination of rating, 
reviews and Internet responses” (Frutkin, 2002, p.29).  The rating is statistically 
measured as a combination of rating points, audience size, critic reviews, and 
Internet impressions (Roback, Brown, & DiMarzo, 1999, p 12). This means that’s 
public television has a stake in not only the viewers who watch the programming, 
but also the quality of content they produce. This method is different from 
commercial television. Commercial television ratings are derived from a 
statistical measurement from The Nielsen Company, that measures behavior and 
demographic information through panels and census data collecting (The Nielsen 
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Company, 2011).  PBS programming has historically garnered low rating points, 
compared to most commercial television, so in an effort to lure in corporate 
underwriting they added selling points to help bolster their product. PBS, along 
with having critically acclaimed programming, has one of the most visited 
websites in the United States drawing in 12 million visitors a month (Frutkin, 
2002, p.29).  With this list of superlatives, PBS is hoping that corporations would 
like to be associated with such a quality product.  
  Strict FCC guidelines restrict corporations from completely overtaking a 
public television program with advertising, allowing for only 15-second spots that 
do not feature direct advertising. According to the FCC guidelines for Non-
Commercial Educational Stations: 
“Non-Commercial education stations may acknowledge contributions over 
the air, but they may not broadcast commercials or otherwise promote the 
goods and services of not for profit donors or underwriters. Acceptable 
enhanced underwriting acknowledgements of for-profit donors or 
underwriters may include: logograms and slogans that identify but do not 
promote, location information, value-neutral descriptions of product line 
or services, and brand names, trade names and product service listings. 
However, such acknowledgments may not interrupt the stations regular 
programming.” 
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 - Federal Communications Commission- Guidelines for Non-Commercial 
Education Stations.  2008 
 
Since these strict FCC guidelines make it difficult for PBS and public 
television to compete with commercial entities for advertising dollars, new 
revenue initiatives are required to keep public television profitable. This is one 
challenge public television must overcome if it wants to reach new heights. 
Liberty Mutual, the sponsor for the popular Antiques Roadshow, received a 
package that allows for extended product and logo visibility at live tapings of the 
show as well as full logo on event tickets (Frutkin, 2002, p.13). Many advertisers 
found that they will be granted access to use characters from PBS shows to 
promote their products on their own levels, if they advertise on PBS. This can be 
seen by Arby’s use of the PBS character Ruff Ruffman on their kid’s meals 
(Frutkin, 2002, p.13). For example, Shea’s Homes, an upscale home builder and 
sponsor of Curious George, is allowed to use the image of George to promote kids 
literacy on their own private website (Frutkin, 2002, p.13). Working with 
additional creative ideas can make the underwriting purchase more relevant for 
investors. Since it seems difficult to maneuver through tight FCC television 
guidelines, using intellectual property can be a good way to add additional value 
to an underwriting or sponsorship package. These are some examples of new and 
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innovative ways that PBS can maneuver around the FCC guidelines to offer a 
more solid buy for advertisers.  
 Creativity, or developing new, unique and strategic revenue concept plans, 
is the key when it comes to public media stations, spending and revenue streams, 
even more specifically for local affiliates like WHYY Philadelphia.  In one 
stance, WHYY’s spending and revenue records were brought into question by a 
local Philadelphia journal. An article in the June 2008 issue of the Philadelphia 
Business Journal brought into question the amount that WHYY President and 
CEO Bill Marrazzo makes as salary (Van Allen, 2008).  According to the article, 
Marrazzo is the highest paid executive of all public media entities in the United 
States (Van Allen, 2008). Such a high salary is not common in the public 
television realm.  One of the reasons why the WHYY board created such a 
lucrative salary package for Marrazzo is his ability to manage a budget that 
operates above the line. As documented by Video Age International magazine, 
“public broadcasting is in deep financial trouble. Some stations suddenly deprived 
of state financial support, could end up going dark.  Budgets are being trimmed 
and jobs are being eliminated” (TV Trade Media, Nov 1991 p.29).  “Last year [in 
2007], WHYY’s revenue (including total support and contributions) totaled 
$31.66 million, up from $30.3 million in 2006 and $30.5 million two years ago. 
Revenue was less than $20 million when Marrazzo was first hired in 1997” (Van 
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Allen, 2008 p.2). WHYY’s mission now is to strategically position itself with 
original programming, services, and upgrades to position itself for a digital era 
transformation. 
 Controversies can most certainly affect public perception. Regardless of 
how the community feels about the WHYY Philadelphia CEO, PBS and public 
television as a whole shares a strong reputation when compared to other media 
entities. Positive perceptions affect both programming and revenue; and show the 
importance of public television to a community.  
17 
  
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER FOUR - PUBLIC PERCEPTION OF PUBLIC TELEVISION  
 
 
 
 Since its inception, public television has featured acclaimed and 
informative programs. It also carries with it a strong brand that Americans can 
trust. According to Christine Oakley of ARGUS, an Emmy winning advertising 
and marketing company, trust is what keeps the American viewer loyal to 
programs (Oakley, 2011, www.thinkagus.com). Stations work to gain the trust of 
their viewer and can use this to maintain position within a market. This trust can 
be quantified by conducting surveys. A telephone study done by Sylvia Chan-
Olmsted and Yungwook Kim in 2002, of the University of Florida, demonstrates 
this. The method was a telephone survey done in a mid-sized town in northern 
Florida. The sample, drawn via random sampling methods, consisted of television 
viewers who in an average week consumed one hour of both public television and 
cable-specific television programming (Chan-Olmsted/Kim 2002, p. 300). A total 
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of two hundred and thirteen questionnaires were completed with an over all 
response rate of 50%. The respondents included 115 members of public television 
stations (60% response rate) and 98 non-members (40% response rate) (Chan-
Olmsted, 2002, p.307). Participants were asked to rank the following networks 
brand images among eleven categories. The categories include “Trustworthy, 
Unique, Enlightening, Variety, Relaxed, Intelligent, Informative, Quality, 
Educational, Exciting and Responsible.” The respondents rated PBS, Discovery, 
TLC, A&E, Nickelodeon and Disney in all of the said categories. PBS was 
perceived to be the most unique, enlightening, relaxed, intelligent, informative, 
educational, and responsible, of high quality and variety-filled network. The 
largest difference in mean between PBS and the other networks came in the 
“trustworthiness” category.  According to this survey, PBS is regarded as the 
most-trustworthy channel among its core competitors. (See Exhibit 1) When 
compared to other repected cable brands, with large budgets, PBS and its 
programming continues to stand strong. It hold the respect of the viewers. This 
table shows the exact numbers associated with each brand and catagory. Winning 
in the image variable catagories helps to validate the WHYY civic space as a 
place where the public can get trusted, informative, educations, responsible and 
trustworthy information. Since PBS is a trustworthy brand and WHYY is the PBS 
representative in the Philadelphia area, then WHYY can be seen as a trusted brand 
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since PBS’s programming and information are at the core of its content.  It gives 
more credibility to WHYY’s decision to promote this space since the public trusts 
the brand. 
20 
  
 
 
CHAPTER FIVE - THE CIVIC SPACE CONCEPT      
Public broadcasting scholar Richard Somerset-Ward created a model 
consisting of hyper-local structures or community portals, identifying the need for 
public stations to adapt to this model in order to serve the community and to stay 
relevant (Somerset-Ward, 2001, p. 239). “It probably won’t be called a public 
television station, [...] but may be a Community Portal or Community Gateway or 
Community Connection” (Somerset-Ward, 2001, p. 246).  The Community Portal, 
according to Somerset-Ward, has two manifestations, one actual and one virtual. 
An actual location or building is required as a place where the community can 
gather (Somerset-Ward, 2001, p. 246). The facility must also provide services 
from within. The virtual portal is an online or over the airwaves gateway that 
allows free access to community websites, news, information, culture etc. Today, 
21 
  
communities can gather both physically and virtually, so it is important to 
incorporate both concepts when discussing a community portal.  
 The Community Portal further breaks down into what is called the 
Production and Distribution Center. The Production Center will be a multimedia 
and multi-platform environment. Productions for television, radio, and web text, 
web streaming and interactive software are all options. The key to this level of 
activity is connectivity. This is where the Production center and the Distribution 
centers work together. Distribution methods, according to Somerset-Ward can be 
anything from cable, to satellite, to phone line, to broadband, to airwaves, to DVD 
to news article and even word of mouth; any method that helps to connect and 
unify the community (Somerset-Ward, 2001, p. 241).  These centers are more 
engaging to the audiences than traditional public media, offering more hands on 
and interactive elements.  
 The Community Lab or Virtual Newsrooms comes from the Production 
and Distribution centers of the Somerset-Ward model. The Community Lab/ 
Virtual Newsroom is a place where the community can go to do their own 
projects. These two are key elements in the civic space model and are being 
utilized by WHYY in such a way that they are effective community tools.  With 
the right concept, strategy and execution, any person can enter a Community Lab 
or Virtual Newsroom and make media. In this model, public media stations are 
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equipped with a facility, part of their production center inside the community 
portal, managed by software/technology manager that can help to produce media 
for the public.  
 After this comes a series of “centers” for the public to access information 
and media. Somerset-Ward labels them as an education center, democracy center, 
and a health center (Somerset-Ward, 2001, p. 247). The education center is used 
to provide information to students, assets to teachers and general knowledge to 
the public. The democracy center discusses local issues that can affect the 
community. It is a news and information sector that connects and informs those 
living in the region. The democracy center also provides a forum for debate. The 
health center is used to provide health information to the public. This center has 
emphasis on general health information, providing assistance to healthcare 
professionals, activities and services and health enhancing projects (Somerset-
Ward, 2001, p. 247-8).  
 With an understanding of the portals provided by Somerset-Ward 
regarding a new direction for public broadcasting entities and civic space, a civic 
space is defined as a location, physical or technological, where the community 
can meet and become enlightened in matters of education, culture, politics, arts 
and health with added media and broadband elements.  
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 In order to establish “civic space,” WHYY is working to establish a 
community culture that helps to educate the public, spark dialogue on local, social 
or political issues and develop a communal location or network. With interest in 
the ways in which technological shifts interact with the shifting strategic 
environment of public broadcasting organizations, Barry Dornfeld was called 
upon to reinvent WHYY (Dornfeld 2003, p. 216). Dornfeld was part of a 
consulting team that worked and tracked the progress of WHYY as they began 
transforming into civic space. According to Dornfeld, the digital revolution 
emerged as a serious threat to the survival of many public-broadcasting entities 
(Dornfeld 2003, p.215).   Richard Somerset-Ward asked the question, “How can 
an underfunded, underperforming and somewhat dysfunctional system play any 
meaningful role in a marketplace that is already overcrowded with aggressive and 
profitable media?” (Somerset-Ward 2001, p.239).  Somerset-Ward said that the 
biggest strength of public broadcasting is localism (p. 240).  This begins with the 
concept of a civic space.  
 But why “civic space?” In the wake of the digital revolution public 
television networks were in a declining sector of the media industry (Halleck, 
2003, p 207).  Once niche programming, many of the PBS gems were adopted by 
powerful and rich media entities, like the Discovery Channel, Bravo and 
MSNBC, who adapted the programming to fit their needs (Halleck, 2003, p 207). 
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These networks are strong financial institutions, with money to invest in new 
development, marketing and promotions. These networks are also making more 
money by being able to sell commercial spots to other businesses. Public 
television stations across the country had the option to reinvent themselves in 
order to stay relevant. Public television scholar Richard Somerset-Ward believes 
the key lies within hyper local structures (2001, p. 244). These structures will 
become integral parts of the foundation of civic space model.  His sentiments are 
shared by the Federal Communications Commission.  In a 478 page report by the 
Federal Communications Commission’s Steven Waldman entitled “The 
Information Needs of Communities: The changing media landscape in a 
broadband age,” the word hyper-local was used 63 times (Waldman, 2011).  
Waldman highlights that ‘Hyper-local information is better than ever. Technology 
has allowed citizens to help create and share news on a very local level—by town, 
neighborhood, or even block. These sites mostly do not operate as profitable 
businesses, but they do not need to. This is journalism as voluntarism—a 
thousand points of news” (p. 10).  Waldman also highlights a key Somerset-Ward 
concept in his observations that, as Ward discussed, local television stations are 
moving to hyper-local community lab, portals and virtual newsroom. “Perhaps the 
most widespread new web initiative among local [television] stations is the 
development of ‘hyperlocal’ community websites. The sites allow for more 
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granular coverage” (Waldman, 2011, p. 81).  With the community getting 
involved, creating and absorbing information, there seems to be a demand for 
civic space, like WHYY’s, to help further harbor such activity.  
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CHAPTER SIX - WHYY’s CIVIC SPACE 
 
 
 
 In keeping with his “green town concept,” William Penn designed the City 
of Philadelphia to have five strategically placed “squares” where the public can 
meet, debate, and interact (Weigley et al, p. 7). Those locations include: 
Rittenhouse Square, Center Square, Logan Square, Fitler Square and Washington 
Square (Weigley et al, p. 7). With a civic space structure intact, WHYY now 
considers itself to be Philadelphia’s sixth square (Satullo Interview, 2010).  The 
main thrust of the civic space concept was the redesign and renovation of the 
WHYY building located on the Independence Mall in Philadelphia. Creating a 
location for the community to interact and learn is an important concept for civic 
space. WHYY’s new facility is equipped to not only produce live radio programs, 
like the nationally broadcasted Fresh Air with Terry Gross, it also offers several 
television and production studios.  The new WHYY Learning Lab opened in May 
2010. “The Learning lab at WHYY will put the power of media in the hands of 
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anyone with a story to tell, and help all of us become more discerning media 
consumers” (WHYY Learning Lab pamphlet, 2009, p. 1). The $12 million capital 
improvement project called the “Dorrance H. Hamilton Public Media Commons,” 
is an 8,000 square foot facility attached to the WHYY building in Philadelphia 
(Davis, 2010). All the technology is digital. With instruction by WHYY staff, 
high school students and teachers will be taught the skills necessary to 
successfully produce, shoot, write and edit for television or film production. 
“What we’re going to do in this facility is transfer our digital knowledge to our 
audience so they can use digital technology to tell their own stories,” according to 
WHYY President and CEO Bill Marrazzo (Davis, 2010, p.1).   
The Learning Lab offers classes in media literacy, including understanding 
media, media creating, storytelling and civic communication. It also is extending 
its arm to local Philadelphia area non-profits to help train staff and volunteers, 
providing space and equipment to encourage creativity and learning while using 
digital tools (WHYY Learning Lab pamphlet, 2009, p. 1).  
 The technological aspect of civic space, for WHYY, comes in the form of 
their digital and multimedia content. For example, aside from broadcasting on 
digital signals, much of the WHYY content is available via the Internet. Computer 
programs such as iTunes can be used to listen to WHYY’s live radio broadcasts. 
This means WHYY is storing its content electronically online. This online storage 
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creates, not only a library, but also a point of reference for viewers to refer to for 
information.  Also, WHYY is a multimedia haven filled with streaming video, 
audio and pictures of WHYY local and PBS national content. A further expansion 
into the digital realm is the creation of a WHYY iPhone application. The 
application allows viewers and members to access WHYY content directly, via 
the iPhone. 
 With these select examples of how WHYY has created its own space 
electronically, the focus is now turned to identify if this is considered civic space. 
Electronically, the WHYY content encompasses aspects of culture and politics 
with civic analysis. Much of the streamed video, either online or through smart 
phone technology is WHYY local content such as Fresh Air with Terry Gross or 
pieces produced for television like First or On Canvas. It is crucial to understand 
that in order to have effective civic space, there needs to be adequate civic 
dialogue. This civic dialogue can either be physical, or person-to-person 
discussions and community meetings, or they can be electronic, including 
discussion boards, blogs, streaming video, and shorts.  Further development of the 
latter with emphasis on social media technology can be a key concept for the 
future of civic space in this technologically advanced media environment. 
 Social media and networking are new and relevant technology that can be 
used to create civic dialogue due to its growing popularity and accessibility. 
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Social media and networking are also being called upon to serve communication 
purposes for many companies. They are a fast and cheap way to reach large 
quantities of people. Luke (2009) says, “social networking sites are allowing 
planners to connect with more people more often, and in a shorter period of time 
than they could through face-to-face, meetings, calls or e-mails” (Luke, 2009, 
p18). Websites like Facebook, MySpace, Twitter, and LinkedIn have millions of 
daily users.  
  Facebook is one of the most popular and frequently used social 
networking websites (Harvey, 2010).   Initially available to those possessing a 
college email address, Facebook is now a global craze. Facebook has the distinct 
advantage of being able to store and post multimedia, which is vital in civic space 
and media proprieties. With space for photos, videos, information, wall posts, 
emails, messaging and status updates, Facebook offers a plethora of multimedia 
opportunities for its users.   
Understanding Facebook allows companies, including public television 
stations like WHYY, to connect with its viewers, fans, people and communities 
(Harvey, 2010). According to Luke, Facebook is socially based and has a 
demographic spread of teenagers to elderly (Luke, 2009, p.18). Companies have 
several different options to maximize their time and reach using Facebook. They 
can create personal profiles, business pages, or group pages. Personal profiles 
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allows for the connection with “friends.” It can be used to build more personal 
relationship. Business profiles are created in hopes of acquiring “fans.” Here fans 
are informed of new business ideas, company headlines, links, multimedia and 
other various marketing tools. Group pages allow for the gathering of a specifics 
group of people for a specific purpose or event. Hyper-targeted, group pages 
allows for specific information to be sent to specific individuals (Luke, 2009).  
 WHYY already uses Facebook. WHYY has a Facebook Business Profile, 
where subscribers and content consumers become fans and follow developments 
at the station. WHYY currently uses this page as a way to inform the public of 
events at the station, contest, giveaways, fundraising drives, and even free 
promotional marketing for content on television or radio. Another way that 
WHYY is using Facebook as a way to promote civic space is by using it to give 
the viewers a voice. WHYY frequently posts requests for feedback on new 
programs, news stories, community events or fun discussion topics.  Recent 
examples include healthy eating breakfast suggestions from May 17, 2011,  
WHYY Summer Nights Soiree information and feedback from June, 12, 2011 or 
the launch of a WHYY nightly news show from May 12, 2011.  Regarding the 
new news program, WHYY used Facebook posts to engage the public by asking 
for criticisms and suggestions. “WHYY is launching a nightly news show on 
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Monday at 6pm. Please listen to this sample of the show and share your ideas and 
suggestions” (WHYY Facebook post, May 12, 2011).  
These posts are strong starts, but there is much more to be done. Giving 
the public a voice and sparking debate is critical in civic space. This is a method 
that should be used more frequently. It only appears on select posts regarding 
programming changes. But giving the community a voice on any subject, while 
trying to self-brand as the sixth square, can prove crucial in establishing a civic 
space. Strategic writing tools can be used to encourage dialogue. Simply asking 
the public to comment or asking for opinions can trigger more responses then 
simply assuming that they would comment themselves without prompt. WHYY 
features a second Facebook presence. A group page called WHYY Health and 
Science was created to give consumers information and news in the realm of 
health and science. Recent articles include stories about the ozone layer, the effect 
of video games on children, and the natural gas industry (WHYY Health and 
Science News Facebook, 2011). Group pages are more targeted and can show a 
more targeted approach to communicating.  
 Twitter is another powerful social networking tool with specific 
advantages to civic space. With connectivity and civic dialogue being two key 
components, Twitter offers the opportunity to create those civic bonds and 
discussions. According to the Twitter’s website, Twitter is a technology that 
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allows for the delivery of short, 140 character blurbs to ‘followers (Twitter, 
2011).’ Frequency is key when using twitter because the updates are immediately 
delivered to followers via smart phones and e-mail technology. Luke (2009) says 
Twitter is the best way to quickly build and nurture client relationships. (p.19). 
“The majority of your posts, or “tweets,” should be related to your business in 
some way, clearly positioning you as the expert in the field. This can come in the 
form of sending tweets that include links to your website, upcoming events, 
articles, podcasts or videos. Twitter can be a strong way to create relationships in 
conversations through the use of “@replies.” These replies or direct responses 
establish communication with other users. It can be used to reply to a post, or 
comment.  Twitter also uses hashtags, #, to link words and topics. According to 
Twitter, “the ‘#’ symbol, called a hashtag, is used to mark keywords or topics in a 
Tweet. Hashtag use was created organically, by Twitter, to categorize messages. 
People can use a hashtag symbol before a relevant keyword to categorize those 
tweets to show more easily in Twitter searches” (Twitter, 2011). Because 
hashtags are used to mark keywords, it makes it easy for people to comment on 
each other’s tweets by using the hashtag keywords. For example searching “ 
”#education” reveals twitter posts from users talking about topics ranging from 
the Obama Administration education plan, The Philadelphia School District 
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budget cuts, and discussions on charter schools.  Hashtags can be useful in finding 
topics and strategically connecting your thread to others.  
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 CHAPTER SEVEN – PROPOSITION FOR CIVIC SPACE AND SOCIAL 
MEDIA  
 
 
 “We know it is out there and we know that we will have to use it. But right 
now it is not being used to the extent that it can. That is something we are going 
to have to change.  Especially with people getting their news and information 
from Facebook and Twitter” (Dempsey interview, 2010).  These words, spoken 
by WHYY Chief Content Officer Christine Dempsey, provide much needed 
insight into the way that public broadcasting stations conceptualize social 
networking. It is considered important but the challenge comes with deciding how 
to efficiently use the technology.  
 WHYY Philadelphia is working to create a vibrant a civic space. 
Interconnectivity and dialogue among the community is essential in creating 
adequate civic space (Interview, Richard Somerset-Ward 2010). Today, social 
networking is a powerful technology that allows for strong interconnectivity 
among people.  It is essential, in my opinion, for optimum civic space. When 
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asked about the use of social networking in a civic space concept, Somerset-Ward 
deemed it “essential” (Ward Interview 1, 2010). As the media industry moves to 
more multimedia and broadband platforms, social networking should become an 
increasingly more important tool for reaching the masses. Today, social 
networking is the greatest catalyst for connectivity on the web. How can public-
media providers, like WHYY, effectively utilize social media to enhance their 
civic space? 
 Through renovations to current programs and the creating of new 
endeavors, WHYY can use social networking effectively to help promote their 
civic space.  Currently, WHYY’s Facebook page is used to inform its “friends” on 
upcoming programs, promotions, and events. It is a great start. Using Facebook as 
a tool to create online traffic to other WHYY sites is also essential. Facebook can 
offer a great way to supplement media and create other interesting avenues for 
viewers.  Currently WHYY uses Facebook as a free promotional tool to inform 
viewer’s upcoming events. In order to use this technology to its full potential, the 
coordinator who is responsible for updating Facebook should use the array of 
services provided. For example, instead of continuously posting information 
about WHYY’s Summer’s Night Soiree on the main Facebook page, the agent 
should create an event page. This allows for effective management of all details 
associated with the event.  
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 Once this page is created it can be the central hub for the event.  Event 
pages are also more fully equipped to support discussion boards better than 
company Facebook pages. This can help create a civic dialogue, and act as a 
“location” to help support the WHYY Sixth Square model. Viewers can link to 
the WHYY homepage for information as well, in an effort to send the Facebook 
traffic to the WHYY page.  Understanding how to effectively manage these 
online relationships can prove vital for attracting new members. This online 
element adds an additional dimension to the multimedia landscape of WHYY.  
Through the group page, WHYY can monitor its subscribers who join the group 
and send targeted news updates. These updates will instantly be sent to emails 
with updates and discussion board posts. It is a direct line of communication. For 
example, WHYY FM could use the group page as a way to inform the public on 
upcoming discussions or guests to help increase viewership at a particular 
moment. “WHYY NEWS Group - Tune into WHYY net hour when Terry Gross 
will be interviewing (fill in name) about (fill in topic).”  A direct link to listen to a 
feed online can be included, again driving traffic to the designated areas. Along 
with the previous research indicating that PBS is the most trustworthy media 
source, capitalizing on that with the WHYY TV/FM news group could prove 
beneficial. Groups are the best way to promote civic dialogue with the discussion 
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forum feature.  This feature helps to isolate those who are interested in group to 
convene in one centralized and focus location and stimulate dialogue. 
 Facebook can also be used to coordinate other community activities with 
programs capable of managing them as well. The “We Read” feature is a great 
way to support a WHYY Community Book Club and engage members and friend 
in educational dialogue about the books. WHYY can recommend books to be 
read, members can give their opinion and recommendations as well. With new 
technologies coming out that make downloading and reading books easier, 
WHYY can use this feature to engage the community and keep the members 
coming back to the website. Any additional web traffic can create further 
exposure for other WHYY services, drives, and programming.  
 Twitter is another entity all together. Though Facebook has a status update 
option, Twitters tweets are more widely used for sending and receiving 
instantaneous messages.  In an effort to create Civic Space, WHYY received a 
grant from the Corporation for Public Broadcasting for a new business venture 
(Moss-Coane, 2010). NewsWorks.org is an online news websites specifically 
created to be a hub for hyper local news in the Philadelphia region. NewsWorks is 
an innovative web portal that covers the news from around the Delaware Valley. 
It aims to do so in ways that are distinctly participatory, insightful, community 
based and solutions oriented (www.newsworks.org). NewsWorks.org has 
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assigned hyper local news editors in various niche neighborhoods in Philadelphia. 
Neighborhoods with tight communities such as the East Falls, Germantown, 
Chestnut Hill, Manayunk and Roxborough neighborhoods are being tested for this 
new news business venture. The editors are a mixture of both industry 
professionals and volunteer community members. Volunteer community members 
will be trained in the new WHYY Learning Lab both equipment technical and 
writing skills. Using connections in the neighborhoods, NewsWorks will post the 
text, video and audio on the NewsWorks web portal for the specific community 
page.   
 When interviewed about the NewsWorks.org project and the use of social 
networking, the WHYY executive said, “We have not finalized anything with 
regards to social networking, but it is a good idea.” Many experts believe the key 
to the future of public media is hyper-localism, including Somerset-Ward 
(Dornfield, 2003, p. 222). This hyper-local experiment is an ideal environment to 
utilize social networking technology in a way that can help promote the civic 
space of both WHYY and NewsWorks. NewsWorks is an ideal environment to 
incorporate the public commentary and civic dialogue requirement of civic space.  
This study suggests that conditions are right for a plan that can not only 
help increase the traffic to the NewWorks page, but can also deliver a faster news 
delivery system. Twitter is the perfect social networking technology to help 
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amplify the reach and frequency of NewsWorks.  When a story is edited and 
ready for upload the NewsWorks Portal editor will send a tweet, or 240-character 
headlines/lead in, to the webmaster or a social networking/online media agent.   
Currently, NewWorks tweets via the twitter username @NewsWorksWHYY. 
This identity is used to promote news stories and information on their main 
website for all the neighborhoods focused on by the service. Beyond hyper-local 
neighborhood news, this twitter username also promotes top news stories 
associated with the caliber of news on public broadcasting, including news on 
state legislature and politics.  This study suggests the use of hyper-localized 
twitter usernames to give viewers and followers a selection in the regions they 
wish to follow.  This could help to parallel the hyper-local news focus 
NewsWorks is featuring. That tweet will be sent via a twitter account that is hyper 
localized to the specific neighborhood, such as “@NewsWorksManayunk,” and 
sent to all the followers. This creates an instant hyper-local news headline from a 
trusted source of public media with a link directly to the NewsWorks.org article 
or homepage. Again, social media are being used as an instantaneous delivery 
system to help encourage civic dialogue and drive traffic to the appropriate web 
portals. Reply tweets can be used to also help encourage dialogue, post 
comments, concerns and criticisms. This plan can help bolster the WHYY online 
civic engagement playground.  
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CONCLUSION      
Civic space is about creating a territory for the community. It is also about 
adapting to the changing times in order to deliver messages and communications 
effectively.  Social media should be embraced and used to benefits both the 
organization and the community. With the level of reach associated with social 
media, WHYY can communicate with more viewers than before. It seems 
reasonable to want to reach the maximum amount of people as possible. Adding 
additional services is the way to accomplish this goal. Through social media tools 
like Facebook and Twitter, WHYY is adding layers to its media portfolio. Radio 
and television are traditional ways to convey messages and programming. With 
the power of the World Wide Web, the stability of cross platform media 
communications and the volume of subscribers, it seems like the perfect new 
venture for public media companies.  Many, including WHYY, already invest in 
an employee whose job is to manage a Facebook page. It is a simple task to 
manipulate and update the page.   
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Regarding the NewsWorks venture and the Twitter proposal, similar 
headlines can be used as Tweets. The web-master can tweet out headlines to the 
subscribing community with ease upon uploading pieces to the web. Offering 
people a choice and a voice can increase the value of the WHYY service in the 
Philadelphia-Delaware valley.  Aside from delivery of the messages, social 
networking is a powerful way of receiving messages giving voices to the 
community and fulfilling a vital part of civic space.  Social media can act as the 
voice for both the organization and the people. 
Social media seem to be an integral part of business for many companies 
and organizations because they offer a line of communication to the public. 
Harnessing this technology can increase the possibility of communicating 
messages and raising the level of awareness to the services being provided.  Since 
WHYY is seeking to producer a hyper-localize product, it makes sense to focus 
on ways to connect with the local public. As of July 2011, NewsWorks is on its 
way with over 1400 Facebook “likes” and over 5000 followers on twitter 
(NewsWorks Facebook/ Twitter 2011).  NewsWorks is an interesting idea that 
can help to deliver the type of hyper-local news and information that WHYY 
seeks to deliver.  The information provided in this thesis offers information and 
techniques to help support this endeavor and help to make it a successful venture.   
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APPENDIX  
PUBLIC PERCEPTION CHART FOR MEDIA ENTITIES 
Scale: 5-point Scale: 5=Strongly Agree, 4= agree, 3= neutral, 2- disagree, 1 = strongly disagree 
Image 
Variable   PBS Discovery TLC A&E Nickelodeon Disney 
        
Trustworthy Mean 4.57 4.02/-.54 
3.89/-
.58 
3.36/-
1.2 3.36/1.2 
3.56/-
1.0 
 SD 0.77 0.78 0.88 0.83 1.2 1.22 
Unique Mean 4.24 3.97/-.27 
3.72/-
.52 
3.77/-
.47 3.44/-.8 
3.47/-
.77 
 SD 0.9 0.94 1.02 0.97 1.3 1.23 
Enlightening Mean 4.38 4.22/-.16 3.89/.49 
3.79/-
.59 2.72/-1.66 
2.94/-
1.44 
 SD 0.84 0.84 0.99 0.98 1.17 1.18 
Variety Mean 4.14 3.77/-.37 
3.65/-
.49 
3.82/-
.32 3.05/-1.09 
3.37/-
.77 
 SD 0.9 0.89 1.04 0.88 1.14 1.17 
Relaxed Mean 3.95 3.64/-.31 
3.52/-
.43 
3.73/-
.22 2.96/-.99 
3.30/-
.65 
 SD 0.96 0.92 0.9 0.88 1.23 1.18 
Intelligent Mean 4.56 4.32/.24 
4.07/-
.49 
3.99/-
.57 2.75/-1.81 
2.97/-
1.59 
 SD 0.76 0.82 0.98 0.91 1.16 1.1 
Informative Mean 4.53 4.36/-.17 
4.00/-
.53 
3.76/-
.77 2.59/-1.94 
2.85/-
1.68 
 SD 0.83 0.8 1.07 1 1.15 1.26 
Quality Mean 4.39 4.19/-.2 3.9/-.49 
3.95/-
.44 3.16/-1.23 
3.39/-
1.0 
 SD 0.9 0.89 0.98 0.98 1.22 1.23 
Educational Mean 4.49 4.39/-.1 
4.16/-
.33 
3.66/-
.83 2.90/-1.59 
3.00/-
1.49 
 SD 0.83 0.81 0.97 1.02 1.2 1.2 
Exciting Mean 3.55 3.72/.17 
3.43/-
.12 3.55/0 2.94/-.61 3.06/.49 
 SD 1.05 1 1.13 0.99 1.28 1.13 
Responsible Mean 4.41 4.12/-.29 3.91/-.5 
3.82/-
.59 2.97/-1.44 
3.31/-
1.1 
 SD 0.83 0.92 0.95 1.26 1.26 1.16 
Courtesy of: Chan-Olmsted, S., & Cha, J. (2007). Branding television news in a multichannel environment: 
An exploratory study of network news brand personality.  
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